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Abstract. Decisions are typically taken on the basis of heuristics that
are a door opener for different types of decision biases. Such biases can be
interpreted as a tendency to decide in certain simplified ways which can
often lead to suboptimal decision outcomes. Recommender systems support users in different types of decision making tasks and thus should be
aware of such biases. In this paper we provide a short overview of different types of decision biases and their impacts on recommender systems.
We also discuss some issues for future work.
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1

Introduction

Recommender systems [5] support users in identifying relevant candidates from
an item assortment. Collaborative filtering [14] is based on word-of-mouth promotion where ratings of users with similar preferences are exploited for recommending items. Content-based filtering [24] recommends items that are similar
to those the user has experienced in the past. Knowledge-based approaches [4,
7] rely on semantic item knowledge that is exploited for determining recommendations. For example, constraint-based recommenders [6, 7] rely on an explicit
set of constraints that support the determination of a recommendation. Finally,
group recommenders determine recommendations for groups of users on the basis of group decision heuristics [20]. In this paper we focus on knowledge-based
and also group and collaborative recommendation approaches. An example of a
knowledge-based recommendation environment is WeeVis [12] which is a MediaWiki extension for the definition and execution of recommender applications.
Furthermore, Choicla [25, 26] is an environment that supports group decision
tasks on the basis of group recommendation technologies. In the remainder of
this paper we will discuss different types of decision biases and their role in
recommendation scenarios.

2

Decision Biases

In most of the cases when users are interacting with recommender systems, they
do not know their preferences beforehand but rather construct and frequently
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adapt them [17, 23]. In this context, users do not optimize their decisions but
apply decision heuristics which can act as a door opener for different cognitive
(decision) biases [23]. In the following we provide an overview of example decision
biases (100’s of these exist) and their role in recommender systems.
Decoy Effects. A decision is taken depending on the context in which alternatives are presented. Thus, completely inferior alternatives can trigger changes
in choice behaviors. An overview of decoy effects (context effects) is provided in
Figure 1.1 Item T is denoted as target item for which we want to increase the
selection share. Item C is the competitor of T and D is assumed to be the decoy
item which can be used to increase the selection share of item T. A target T is a
compromise to decoy item D if it is less expensive and has a slightly lower quality.
Furthermore, the attraction effect denotes a situation where T is slightly more
expensive but has a significantly higher quality. Finally, asymmetric dominance
denotes a situation where T is cheaper than D and has a higher quality.

Fig. 1. An overview of different decoy effects.

An example of an asymmetric dominance effect in the evaluation of Internet connection alternatives is depicted in Figure 2. In this example, item A
(the target item) dominates the decoy item in two dimensions whereas item B
(the competitor) dominates the decoy item in only one dimension. The decision
heuristic often applied in this context is a pairwise comparison of attributes [23].
In our example, T is the clear winner since it dominates D in two dimensions.
Impacts of decoy effects on recommender applications can be summarized
as follows. First, decoy items could be exploited for increasing the selection
share of specific target items [30] (see also the above example) – for sure, this
application comes along with ethical issues. An empirical study related to decoy
1

Note that the dimensions cost and quality are examples – other dimensions could be
used as well [28].
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Fig. 2. An example of asymmetric dominance. The target item (A) dominates the
decoy item (D) in both dimensions whereas the competitor item (B) dominates D in
only one dimension.

effects in the financial services domain is presented in [29]. Further decoy-related
studies in the context of recommender systems are reported in [27] (hotel rooms)
and [28] (game characters). Knowledge about decoy items can also be exploited
for de-biasing purposes. Such a scenario is discussed in [10] where a dominance
model is introduced to figure out dominance relationships between different items
in a candidate set. On the basis of identified dominance relationships decoy
items can be eliminated from the result set. Finally, decoys can also trigger
the construction of explanations that are related to decision heuristics (e.g.,
attribute-wise comparison): item A (see Figure 2) is the clear winner since it
dominates D in both dimensions.
Primacy and Recency. Primacy/recency effects describe situations in which
items presented at the beginning and the end of a list are evaluated significantly
more often than others. Since users are not interested in evaluating large lists
to identify relevant items, they often focus their evaluations to the beginning
and end of a list (interpretation of primacy/recency is a decision phenomenon).
Murphy et al. [21] show this effect in the context of an analysis of the clicking
behavior of users. Primacy/recency has also a cognitive aspect: information units
at the beginning (primacy) and at the end (recency) of a list are recalled more
often than information units in the middle of a list. Felfernig et al. [8, 11] show the
existence of primacy/recency effects in the context of recommendation dialogs.
The outcome of their analysis is that product properties at the beginning and
the end of a recommendation dialog are recalled more often and are then also
preferred as selection criteria when selecting items from a consideration set. This
also holds for unfamiliar product properties (see Figure 3).
Impacts of primacy/recency effects on recommender applications can be summarized as follows. Similar to decoy effects, primacy/recency effects can be exploited for controlling item selection behavior when interacting with a recommender system (on the basis of attribute orderings). Further related studies are
a major issue for future work, for example, the impact of different attribute
orders on product comparison pages, different orderings of argumentations in
item reviews, and different orderings of repair proposals [9] in knowledge-based
recommendation.
Framing. The way a decision alternative is presented influences the decision
behavior of the user. For example, users will prefer meat that is 80% lean compared to meat that is 20% fat. Another example is price framing [3]: if a user
has to choose between two companies selling wood pellets (X,Y) where X sells
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Fig. 3. Primacy/recency effects in the recall of product properties [8]. Properties at the
beginning and the end of a list are recalled more often – also in cases were unfamiliar
items were positioned at the beginning and the end (continuous line).

pellets for e24.50 per 100kg and gives a discount of e2.50 if the customer pays
with cash and Y sells pellets for e22.00 per 100kg and charges a e2.50 surcharge if the customer uses a credit card, users will prefer the first alternative.
This selection behavior can, for example, be explained by prospect theory [15]
which suggests that alternatives are evaluated with regard to gains and losses
where losses have a higher negative value compared to equal gains. In the price
framing example, the loss would be the surcharge, in the first example the loss
is associated with the 20% fat meat.
Impacts of framing effects on recommender applications can be summarized
as follows. Positive framing can increase the selection probability of items. Price
framing can trigger a potential focus shift from quality attributes of items to socalled secondary attributes (e.g., payment services) associated with items and
– as a consequence – can change the item selection behavior of a user. In this
context it must be pointed out that not every item property is equally salient at
decision time and this can lead to significant shifts in selection behavior [3].
Further Effects. Priming [16, 22] represents the idea of making some properties of a decision alternative more accessible in memory such that this setting
directly influences user evaluations. An example is background priming that exploits the fact that different page backgrounds can directly influence the decisionmaking process [16]. People often tend to favor the status quo compared to other
decision alternatives. If defaults are used, users are reluctant to change predefined settings due to the fact that they are loss-averse [18, 19]. Loss in this context
can mean, for example, additional costs resulting from inconsistent item settings
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triggered by de-selecting a default [7]. Finally, anchoring denotes the effect that
users often heavily rely on the first information (anchor) when evaluating decision alternatives. For example, item ratings (e.g., in collaborative filtering) of
other users manipulated to be higher result in higher ratings of the current user
[1]. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the context of release planning scenarios where initial evaluations manipulated the follow-up evaluations
of requirements [13]. An approach to de-bias ratings in collaborative filtering
recommendation scenarios is presented in [2].

3

Conclusions and Future Work

Human decisions are often not based on optimization functions but on decision
heuristics that are door-openers for different decision biases. We discussed a
small set of example biases and their (potential) impact on recommender applications. There are a couple of issues for future research which include an in-depth
investigation of possibilities for de-biasing recommendations, the development of
consensus-fostering recommendations in group decision making, and the general
investigation of the properties of decision biases in group decision making.
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